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Instructions

Selector 100 Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a Discgear® Selector 100.
Please take time to get to know your Selector by
following these simple instructions. They will help
you fill your Selector 100 with your favorite discs.

A. Access your title sheet. Press the title sheet access bar
and the title sheet tray will automatically appear so that
you may view your title sheet.
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Know your Selector 100

B. Catalog your discs. Choose one of these methods:
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Transport handles

2

Title sheet access bar

3

Disc selector bar (Opens unit)

4

Self-aligning slots (To insert disc
simply roll it into the numbered slot.)

5

Selector button (To select a disc, push
down and slide the selector button
to the appropriate numbered slot.)

1) Visit www.discgear.com to access our new Discware
software for cataloging and organizing your discs. If you
do not have Internet access, call 1-800-388-7597 and
we'll send you the CD-ROM ($4.95 S&H charge applicable).
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C. Number your discs. Locate the ID dot (Example: A1, B1, C1...)
and place it on the clear center ring on the front of the disc.
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Lock position (To lock the unit,
slide the selector button to the
center position indicated by the
padlock.)
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Title sheet (To access the title
sheet, press the title sheet
access bar.)
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Title sheet tray
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Disc numbering ID dots
(Enclosed ID dots correspond
to the numbers on the disc
storage slots and title sheet.)

2) Remove title sheet from the plastic sleeves located in the
title sheet tray. Write your CD titles directly on the title sheet.

D. Fill your Selector. As you number each disc, place it in the
corresponding storage slot number.
E. Select your discs. Slide the selector button to the appropriate
numbered slot. Then press the disc selector bar and your
Selector 100 automatically opens presenting your disc to you.
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F. Replace your discs. Refer to the ID dot on your disc, find the
appropriate "self-aligning slot" and simply roll it into place.
G. Carry your Selector. IMPORTANT - Move the selector button
to the center lock position indicated by the padlock. With your
Selector 100 locked you may now carry your Selector by using
the side transport handles.

